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http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 
All r ns are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start unless stated.  

All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless stated). 
DATE #NO ON ON MAP REF HARES  
5th April 2010  1659 Red Lion, Lindfield 348 257 Brent   
Directions: Follow A23 north to Bolney junction with A272. Turn left and back under A23 to Ansty. Stay on A272 until 
Haywards Heath then left towards the station. Straight on at station roundabout and left at the next into village. First left 
after pond for village car park. Pub slightly further up on opposite side. Est. 20 mins. 
12th April 2010  1660 Giants Rest, Wilmington 546 048 George   
Directions: Take A27 east and take 2nd right past Alfriston roundabout. Est. 25 minutes. 
19th April 2010  1661 Downs Hotel, Woodingdean 357 059 Mudlarks  
Directions: A27 east to Falmer. Right on B2123. Pub is on right hand corner at traffic lights. Est. 10 mins. 
26th April 2010  1662 Coach & Horses, Clapham 109 056 Ivan 
Directions: A27 west through Worthing. Pub on left just as road becomes a dual carriageway. Est. 25 mins. 
3rd May 2010  1663 Flying Fish, Denton 457 024 Dave & Kit 
Directions: A27 past Lewes. Right at Beddingham roundabout on A26. B2109 into Denton then 2nd left Denton Road. 20 mins 
   

RECEDING HARELINE: 
10/05/10 Marquis of Granby – Pat 
17/05/10 Angel & Bouncer 
22/05/10 Annual hash relay – South Downs Way 

Organiser: Phil Mutton 
24/05/10 TBA – Pete Beard 
07/06/10 Cuckfield – Brent & Kayleen 

14/06/10 Horseshoe Inn, Windmill Hill, Herstmonceux – Julia & 
Chris 

21/06/10 Ditchling – Peter E. 
28/06/10 UK IH alternative pre-ramble – Ann & Nicola 
05/07/10 UK IH alternative post-ramble - Bouncer 
12/07/10 Elaine 

CRAFT #23 – 23rd April 2010 
St. George’s Day pub crawl by train. 
Meet at Winning Post, Plumpton Green 
between 6pm and 7pm for 7.30pm 
departure. Hare: Bob “Airman” Luck 
 
Thought for the day: 
'We haven't had any more rain since 
it stopped raining' Harry Carpenter 
RIP 
 
Caption competition 
1st prize – a cordon bleu Brighton 
pomme frite as seen on Streetview in 
the pecker of this Tcharming 
Tchaikovsky (that’s Russian for 
Seagull) 

http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/


HASH NOTICEBOARD & DIARY 
K’CHING it’s EASTBOURNEO! 2nd, 3rd and 4th July 2010 

www.outerhash.org 
Registrations for the UK alternative to Interhash to be held at Eastbourne Rugby Club go 

up on 5th April. Get your rego’s in today to avoid having to pay the extra! 
This is the 6th UK alternative event and enthusiasm for a mini-UK Interhash has never 

been higher with all sorts of politics surrounding the main event in Borneo. Over 70 have 
already registered so a fantastic weekend is planned. 

Contact: Bouncer or Nicola ‘Black Stockings’ Williams for more info. 
OnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOn 

CRAFT #23 – 23rd April 2010 Winning Post, Plumpton Green. Hare: Bob ‘Airman ‘ Luck 
An exciting out-of-the-blue proposal has arrived at CRAFT central to join up with Bob Luck for a pub crawl by train through 
East Sussex. We were on the Bluebell Railway last April so it’s appropriate to have another rail trip, and what’s more it’s St. 
George’s Day! So get your best dragon costume out (unless you want to back a winner!), grab a rail ticket and don’t forget 
your tankards for a magical mystery tour. Starting point will be the Winning Post on the north side of Plumpton railway 
station where early arrivals will meet from 6pm. Don’t panic though as we won’t be leaving the pub until about 7.30pm!  

OnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOn 
HASH RELAY – Saturday 22nd May 2010 
starting by Buriton pond 
Once again it’s time to dust off the maps, compasses and crampons as we 
launch our offensive, and believe me it’s offensive, on the South Downs 
Way. As usual, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, Phil declared 
his team victorious last year so grabs the honours of organising this years 
event. Prizes are unlikely to be awarded for excellence, but as we just don’t 
know it may just be worth a try. Prizes are also unlikely to be awarded on 
the basis of most beers consumed as Bouncers team tried this approach last 
year, but hey, at least we had fun! To be quite honest prizes are unlikely to 
be awarded.  
Full details and teams to Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton asap. 

Seagulls are eagles with no head for heights, For soggy old crusts they get into fights 
Out of tune buskers, beggars and screechers, Seagulls are not my favourite creatures 

OnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOn 
Brief event details for some of the UK events Brighton hashers will be attending this year:  
28 – 30 May 2010 Essex and FUKFMH3 “Chocks Away” w/e Prince of Wales, Stow Maries, Essex 

11 – 13 June 2010 Herts H3 25th Birthday Letchworth RUFC, Herts 
2 – 4 July 2010 EastbourneO UK Alternative to Interhash, Eastbourne Rugby Club, East Sussex 

27 – 29 August 2010 East Grinstead H3 1000th run Plumpton Agricultural College 
…and if you want to match Brent & Kayleen at the hash awards this is their travel programme: 

1st – 13th May InterCaucaus Hash - Armenia, Georgia, & Azerbaijan 
 2 – 4 July 2010 Interhash in Borneo, Malaysia  

Post-lube hashing in Vietnam 
In October we will be running with the Victoria (Canada) “Dark side of the moon” hash 

OnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOnOn 
RIP Harry Carpenter  
Boxing bloopers 
'This boxer is doing what's expected of him, bleeding from the nose' 
'Magri has to do well against the unknown Mexican, who comes from a 
famous family of five boxing brothers' 
'They said it would last two rounds - they were half right, it lasted four' 
'Marvellous oriental pace he's got, just like a Buddhist statue' 
Sporting slip-ups and Wimbledon wobbles  
'Ah, isn't that nice - the wife of the Cambridge president is kissing the cox 
of the Oxford crew' the Oxford-Cambridge boat race 1977 
'It's quite clear Virginia Wade is thriving on the pressure, now the pressure 
on her to do well is off' 



  
 
 
  Finally they have arrived!!!  

 
And will be the sensation of the season...  
 

  
TESCO'S NEW SUNGLASSES COLLECTION 2010 

RIP Peter Graves 
Remember the best lines from Airplane! 
Roger Murdock: Flight 2-0-9'er, you are cleared for 
take-off.  
Captain Oveur: Roger!  
Roger Murdock: Huh?  
Tower voice: L.A. departure frequency, 123 point 
9'er.  
Captain Oveur: Roger!  
Roger Murdock: Huh?  
Victor Basta: Request vector, over.  
Captain Oveur: What?  
Tower voice: Flight 2-0-9'er cleared for vector 324.  
Roger Murdock: We have clearance, Clarence.  
Captain Oveur: Roger, Roger. What's our vector, 
Victor?  
Tower voice: Tower's radio clearance, over!  
Captain Oveur: That's Clarence Oveur. Over.  
Tower voice: Over.  
Captain Oveur: Roger.  
Roger Murdock: Huh? 
 
Rumack: Captain, how soon can you land?  
Captain Oveur: I can't tell.  
Rumack: You can tell me. I'm a doctor.  
Captain Oveur: No. I mean I'm just not sure.  
Rumack: Well, can't you take a guess?  
Captain Oveur: Well, not for another two hours.  
Rumack: You can't take a guess for another two 
hours? 
 
Operator: [Captain Oveur is on the phone with the 
Mayo Clinic] Excuse me, Captain Oveur, but I have an 
emergency call on line 5 from a Mr. Hamm.  
Captain Oveur: Alright, give me a Hamm on 5, hold 
the Mayo. 

 
IMPORTANT HEALTH ADVICE FOR WOMEN 
Do you have feelings of inadequacy? Do you suffer from shyness? Do you sometimes wish you were more assertive? If you 
answered yes to any of these questions, ask your doctor or pharmacist about Sauvignon Blanc. 
Sauvignon Blanc is the safe, natural way to feel better and more confident about yourself and your actions. It can help ease 
you out of your shyness and let you tell the world that you're ready and willing to do just about anything. You will notice the 
benefits of Sauvignon Blanc almost immediately and, with a regimen of regular doses, you can overcome any obstacles that 
prevent you from living the life you want to live. Shyness and awkwardness will be a thing of the past and you will discover 
many talents you never knew you had. Stop hiding and start living.  
Sauvignon Blanc may not be right for everyone. Women who are pregnant or nursing should not use it. However, women who 
wouldn't mind nursing or becoming pregnant are encouraged to try it. Side effects may include dizziness, nausea, 
vomiting, incarceration, erotic lustfulness, loss of motor control, loss of clothing, loss of money, loss of virginity, delusions of 
grandeur, table dancing, headache, dehydration, dry mouth, and a desire to sing Karaoke and play all-night rounds of Strip 
Poker, Truth Or Dare, and Naked Twister. 
WARNINGS: The consumption of Sauvignon Blanc may: 

… make you think you are whispering when you are not. 
… cause you to tell your friends over and over again that you love them. 
… cause you to think you can sing. 
… make you think you can converse enthusiastically with members of the opposite sex without spitting. 
… create the illusion that you are tougher, smarter, faster and better looking than most people. 
Now just imagine what you could achieve with a good Pinot Noir... 



CRAFT #22 – Eastbourne 26/03/10 – Not Another F’ing CRAFT! 
By rights we shouldn’t have been here at all. By rights we should have been at the Hove beer festival 2 weeks earlier. Well all 
the regulars except Bouncer, who was living it up on a corporate jolly in Edinburgh for the Calcutta Cup at Murrayfield. Any 
suggestion that the reason we failed to get tickets are down to Bouncer not trying as this 
would have been the first CRAFT he’d missed, are both undeserved and unwarranted, as 
he’d knocked up considerable mileage making sure he hadn’t missed any of the sales outlets 
in his efforts to procure said tickets. By rights Nicola should have been relaxing after her 
skiing holiday, setting her birthday hash, and picking up the strands of the Outerhash 
organising. So huge thanks to her for accommodating us all as well as sorting out a great 
selection of pubs as a kind of pre-ramble recce for said Outerhash. 
The basic plan was for those crashing to get to Nicola’s for 6.30 and first there were 
Brent & Kayleen who bagged the best room. Bouncer arrived next with Claire ‘No Sox’ in 
tow, who had made a Herculean effort to attend, driving from Fareham to Shoreham 
before the trip to Eastham.. er bourne. Bouncer revealed the truly naf design for the first 
all CRAFT t-shirt. Based on an original idea by Testiculator who adapted the “Can’t 
Remember A Frogging Thing” to “Not Another Frogging” Tee shirt, the design was 
reputedly done by his kids but it turned out that it was all his own work. Just to remove any 
shred of decency from the whole thing the t shirt was a DIY affair using an iron on 
transfer, which Black Stockings promptly declared she was going to stick on the back of 
another old hash t shirt. Let Bouncer know if you want one of these exclusive limited edition items to add to your own clothes. 
First pub was the London & County where we found Bushsquatter and Cliffbanger appreciating the ale, and the bar staff 
dressed for the circus. KIU was impressed at the price of the round, credit for which partly went to Wetherspoons, but also 
to CAMRA for the 50p off per pint vouchers (subject to a minimum price of 99p!). Bob ‘Bagman’ Watts from EGH3 appeared 
soon after our arrival bringing the pack up to a respectable 8 before we moved on to pub #2 the Dewdrop Inn. As Black 
Stockings was new to pub crawl haring she didn’t appreciate that just maybe someone would turn up late but Bouncer had for 
once brought spare chalk so marked trail. Until that is, he had to phone Angel to let her know we’d moved on and completely 
lost the pack. Wildbush came to the myopic idiots rescue despite him mistaking a postbox for his saviour. Angel duly arrived 
with Tommy who seemed to know half the pub! KIU meanwhile pointed out the pump clip for the only beer not on, Westgates 

‘Hare Raiser’, which Bouncer was rather too impressed by and attempted to knick the clip. 
Barman found a spare sans hare though so he went away reasonably happy. Pub #3 was the 
Dolphin just a short step away, but as happens from time-to-time your scribes memory 
banks have failed to recall any part of our visit to this establishment. Don’t think we hung 
around very long anyway before heading off to #4 the Bibendum, whatever the hell that 
is! BS was highly concerned that this was a bit wine barry-ish (?) but in fact they had a 
reasonable selection of very good ales and some lovely comfortable sofas to relax in. Now 
was it here or at the previous pub that Bushsquatter and Cliffbanger took their leave for 
the train back to Bexhill? See brain cells gone! Anyway, this was an essential stop for 
refreshment and to charge the tankards for the long haul up to the Old Town and a visit 
to #5 the Lamb, the only pub Bouncer had successfully predicted as a place to visit on 
the trail! This is a lovely old pub with several levels and a well out near the loos, where No 
Sox found herself being dragged by Bouncer to her bemusement! The pictures on the wall 
also provided a bit of entertainment as we waited Brents return from the curry house to 
reserve our places. Old Ale duly despatched we headed up for a very excellent finish to a 
very enjoyable evening. Recommended! 

Hasher walks into a bar and notices a very large jar on the counter, and sees that it's filled to the brim with £10 bills. He 
guesses there must be at least ten thousand pounds in it. He approaches the bartender and asks, "What's with the money in 
the jar?" "Well..., you pay £10, and if you pass three tests, you get all the money in the jar and the keys to a brand new 
Lexus." The pisshead certainly isn't going to pass this up, so he asks, "What are the three tests?"  
"You gotta pay first," says the bartender, "those are the rules." So, after thinking it over a while, he gives the bartender £10 
which he stuffs into the jar. "Okay," says the bartender, "here's what you need to do: First - You have to drink a whole quart 
of tequila, in 60 seconds or less, and you can't make a face while doing it. Second - There's a pit bull chained in the backwith a 
bad tooth. You have to remove that tooth with your bare hands. Third - There's a 90-year old lady upstairs who's never had 
sex. You have to take care of that problem." 
The hasher is stunned! "I know I paid my £10 -- but I'm not an idiot! I won't do it! You'd have to be nuts to drink a quart of 
tequila and then do all those other things!" "Your call," says the bartender, "but, your money stays where it is."  
As time goes on, he has a few more drinks and finally says, "Where's the damn tequila?!" He grabs the bottle with both hands 
and drinks as fast as he can. Tears stream down both cheeks, but he doesn't make a face, and drinks it in 58 seconds! Next, 
he staggers out the back door where he sees the pit bull chained to a pole. Soon, the people inside the bar hear loud growling, 
screaming, and sounds of a terrible fight -- then nothing but silence! Just when they think that the hasher surely must be 
dead, he staggers back into the bar. His clothes are ripped to shreds and he's bleeding from bites and gashes all over his 
body. He drunkenly says, "Now..., where's that old woman with the bad tooth?" 



REHASHING   
01/03/10 Halfway House, Rose Hill – James and Paddy 
It’s been 12 years since we last hashed from this pub, the local choice being 
the Laughing Fish in recent years, so I was looking forward with interest to a 
slightly different take on the area. As we lined up outside for James’ words of 
wisdom there was no small amount of trepidation, bourne out by James’ opening 
words. “You really can’t expect to stay dry after the recent biblical weather, 
and I can say that at least half the trail is underwater.” Along those lines 
anyway! The start was innocuous enough along the road before hitting a 
confusing footpath. Hares had diverted us along the old railway line through 
some brambles etc before vaulting a barbed wire fence back on to the 
footpath heading towards the Anchor Inn, as we said sayonara to the walkers. 
At the pub call was eventually made straight on up the road. At the next 
check, for some reason, people were convinced that east was best, even though 
it clearly doesn’t scan, and found themselves circumnavigating a field 
fruitlessly before the call was made to head north (ish) and on through some 
woods. The river provided a real clue to the direction next but there were still 
20 differing opinions. It was here that the flood had come into its own and we 
found ourselves cutting through more spiky things until realisation dawned 
that we were, in fact on an island. Nothing for it but to splash our way onwards 
but as we crossed the bridge onto the road it was clear we weren’t. In the 
clear that is. Even the road had submerged so it was splash on until finally making higher ground for the jaunt through Isfield 
village. Some were tempted to take the road haul back. Some were tempted just to dive in the Laughing Fish as we passed, 
and bugger the rest of the trail. Local knowledge from someone convinced us (having lost the hares a long way back) that 
straight on was best and sure enough we soon found ourselves in the warmth and dryth of the pub. Stop press was the 
realisation that the walkers had actually missed the short-cut after all and would be back in due course once they too had 
negotiated the Red Sea. Biblical indeed! Another Great Hash …. 
 
The editors faint hope that Mr. Beard (or anyone else for that matter!) would be providing a few more reviews to cover the 
missing weeks hasn’t yet realised so we now fast forward three weeks to the next time I was allowed out to play. 
 
22/03/10 Yew Tree, Arlington – Nicola and Ann 
It has been noted that the average runner demonstrates the sort of obsessive-compulsive psychological traits that in a more 
enlightened society would have them locked up for their own safety. Luckily the hash is more than welcoming to any kind of 
nutter prepared to push themselves to the max, just so long as they bring that competitive spirit into drinking as well as their 
running, and so Charlie has found his natural place in the world. Who else in their right mind would contemplate a 50 mile run 
followed by a climb to the first level of the Eiffel Tower, then turn out for the hash 2 days later as if nothing untoward had 
occurred. I rest my case! Well done citizen Cain you barmpot. 
And so to the hash! Nicola announced that, once again, due to the wetter weather whether we liked it or not, the sip stop had 
been abandoned and would now take place in the car park at the end. This prompted a sidling from the fringes as several 
hounds attempted to ‘hide’ until the off so they could seek the beer. Finally we were off heading north through a churchyard 
and a few mucky fields until we came out at a road check. After seeking here there and everywhere realisation hit the pack 
that the hares weren’t with us. About 1/3 of the pack had also disappeared so the ‘taking it easy tonight, mate’ Charlie headed 
back to see where they’d gorn. As he returned fruitless a call came from further down the road, ‘they’re over there’ and we 

headed off in hot pursuit once again, only to find 
ourselves returning through the same Churchyard. The 
path led us into another wet field and the hounds split 
up in all directions to find the missing bridge. Finally 
sorted and reunited with hares we popped out onto a 
road from where some knitters returned to pub. The 
rest of us headed down to the reservoir where Black 
Stockings once again gave us options. Under the 
misapprehension that the reservoir was a couple of 
miles round I though sod this and headed back with 
Julia W on the road to find the Falling Madonna in the 
pub keen to lead us to the sip. Joined by various other 
reprobates we set up the *fizz* to celebrate Nicola’s 
birthday just in time for the rest of the pack after 
their short jaunt round the water. Excellent mini eggs 
were also provided for a very convivial ending to a most 
unusual hash! 



WHO FORGOT THE HASH SPEX? 
This is the collision between the Dublin Bus and the Dublin 

Tram on Wednesday 16/09/09 

 

Now look at the close-up, below, at the ad on the side of the 
bus that the Tram went into. 

 
When a man steals your wife, there is no better revenge than to let him keep her. David Bissonette  
After marriage, husband and wife become two sides of a coin; they just can't face each other, but still they stay together.  
Sacha Guitry  
By all means marry. If you get a good wife, you'll be happy. If you get a bad one, you'll become a philosopher. Socrates  
Woman inspires us to great things, and prevents us from achieving them. Anonymous  
The great question... which I have not been able to answer... is, "What does a woman want?" Dumas  
I had some words with my wife, and she had some paragraphs with me. Sigmund Freud  
'Some people ask the secret of our long marriage. We take time to go to a restaurant two times a week.. A little candlelight, 
dinner, soft music and dancing. She goes Tuesdays, I go Fridays.' Anonymous  
'There's a way of transferring funds that is even faster than electronic banking. It's called marriage.' Sam Kinison  
'I've had bad luck with both my wives. The first one left me, and the second one didn't.' James Holt McGavra 
2 secrets for a happy marriage: 1. Whenever you're wrong, admit it, 2. Whenever you're right, shut up. Patrick Murra  
The most effective way to remember your wife's birthday is to forget it once.... Nash  
You know what I did before I married? Anything I wanted to. Anonymous  

 
SEVEN KINDS OF SEX ....  
The 1st kind of sex is called ... Smurf Sex. This kind of sex happens when 
you first meet someone and you both have sex until you are blue in the 
face.  
The 2nd kind of sex is called ... Kitchen Sex. This is when you have been 
with your partner for a short time and you are so needy you will have sex 
anywhere, even in the kitchen. 
The 3rd kind of sex is called ... Bedroom Sex. This is when you have been 
with your partner for a long time. Your sex has gotten routine and you 
usually have sex only in your bedroom. 
The 4th kind of sex is called ... Hallway Sex. This is when you have been 
with your partner for too long. When you pass each other in the hallway 
you both say ... 'F**k You.' 
The 5th kind of sex is called ... Religious Sex. Which means you get Nun in 
the morning, Nun in the afternoon and Nun at night. (Very Popular) 
The 6th kind is called ... Courtroom Sex. This is when you cannot stand 
your wife/husband any more. She/he takes you to court and screws you in 
front of everyone. 
And . Last ... But not least ... 
The 7th kind of sex is called ... Social Security Sex. You get a little each 
month. But not enough to enjoy your self. 



Two Stories BOTH TRUE - and some more Mexican headstones 
STORY NUMBER ONE 
Many years ago, Al Capone virtually owned Chicago. Capone wasn't 
famous for anything heroic. He was notorious for enmeshing the windy 
city in everything from bootlegged booze and prostitution to 
murder. Capone had a lawyer nicknamed "Easy Eddie." He was Capone's 
lawyer for a good reason. Eddie was very good! In fact, Eddie's skill at 
legal manoeuvring kept Big Al out of jail for a long time. 
To show his appreciation, Capone paid him very well. Not only was the 
money big, but Eddie got special dividends, as well. For instance, he and 
his family occupied a fenced-in mansion with live-in help and all of the 
conveniences of the day. The estate was so large that it filled an entire 
Chicago City block. Eddie lived the high life of the Chicago mob and gave 
little consideration to the atrocity that went on around him.  
Eddie did have one soft spot, however. He had a son that he loved 

dearly. Eddie saw to it that his young son had clothes, cars, and a good education. Nothing was withheld. Price was no object. 
And, despite his involvement with organized crime, Eddie even tried to teach him right from wrong. Eddie wanted his son to 
be a better man than he was. 
Yet, with all his wealth and influence, there were two things he couldn't 
give his son; he couldn't pass on a good name or a good example. One day, 
Easy Eddie reached a difficult decision. Easy Eddie wanted to rectify 
wrongs he had done. He decided he would go to the authorities and tell 
the truth about Al "Scarface" Capone, clean up his tarnished name, and 
offer his son some semblance of integrity. To do this, he would have to 
testify against The Mob, and he knew that the cost would be great. So, he 
testified. Within the year, Easy Eddie's life ended in a blaze of gunfire on 
a lonely Chicago Street . But in his eyes, he had given his son the greatest 
gift he had to offer, at the greatest price he could ever pay. Police 
removed from his pockets a rosary, a crucifix, a religious medallion, and a 
poem clipped from a magazine. 
The poem read: 
"The clock of life is wound but once, and no man has the power to tell just when the hands will stop, at late or early 
hour. Now is the only time you own. Live, love, toil with a will. Place no faith in time. For the clock may soon be still." 
STORY NUMBER TWO 

World War II produced many heroes. One such man was Lieutenant Commander 
Butch O'Hare. 
He was a fighter pilot assigned to the aircraft carrier Lexington in the South 
Pacific.  
One day his entire squadron was sent on a mission. After he was airborne, he 
looked at his fuel gauge and realized that someone had forgotten to top off his 
fuel tank. He would not have enough fuel to complete his mission and get back to 
his ship. His flight leader told him to return to the carrier. Reluctantly, he 
dropped out of formation and headed back to the fleet. As he was returning to 
the mother ship, he saw something that turned his blood cold; a squadron of 
Japanese aircraft was speeding its way toward the American fleet. The 

American fighters were gone on a sortie, and the fleet was all but defenceless. He couldn't reach his squadron and bring them 
back in time to save the fleet. Nor could he warn the fleet of the approaching danger. There was only one thing to do. He 
must somehow divert them from the fleet. Laying aside all thoughts of personal safety, he dove into the formation of 
Japanese planes. Wing-mounted 50 caliber's blazed as he charged in, attacking one surprised enemy plane and then another. 
Butch wove in and out of the now broken formation and fired at as many planes as possible until all his ammunition was finally 
spent. Undaunted, he continued the assault. He dove at the planes, trying to clip a wing or tail in hopes of damaging as many 
enemy planes as possible, rendering them unfit to fly. Finally, the exasperated Japanese squadron took off in another 
direction. Deeply relieved, Butch O'Hare and his tattered fighter limped back to the carrier. 
Upon arrival, he reported in and related the event surrounding his return. The film from the gun-camera mounted on his plane 
told the tale. It showed the extent of Butch's daring attempt to protect his fleet. He had, in fact, destroyed five enemy 
aircraft. This took place on February 20, 1942 , and for that action Butch became the Navy's first Ace of W.W.II, and the 
first Naval Aviator to win the Medal of Honour. 
A year later Butch was killed in aerial combat at the age of 29. His home town would not allow the memory of this WW II 
hero to fade, and today, O'Hare Airport in Chicago is named in tribute to the courage of this great man. So, the next time 
you find yourself at O'Hare International, give some thought to visiting Butch's memorial displaying his statue and his Medal 
of Honor. It's located between Terminals 1 and 2. 
SO WHAT DO THESE TWO STORIES HAVE TO DO WITH EACH OTHER? Butch O'Hare was "Easy Eddie's" son. 



  
 

WHERE DOES THE TIME GO? 

 
'Remember yesterday and dream about tomorrow, but you better 

live for today' 

 

 
How quickly the years pass 

Go no further if you are easily offended!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 My girlfriend says the hardest thing in the world 

is to balance a career and a family. She's obviously 
never tried to balance a laptop on her knees while 
having a w#nk. 

 There’s a new sex position in the Karma Sutra 
called "The Plumber". Both of you stay in all day, 
and no f#cker cums… 

 There's a new craze in Essex pubs. Girls are 
putting vodka jelly up their sn#tches and having 
blokes suck it out with straws. Police and health 
authorities are now worried about the effects of 
Minge drinking. 

 New from Andrex, paki toilet paper! Not only is 
there a print of the prophet Mohammed on every 
sheet, whenever you wipe your ar#e, you get to 
colour him in!! 

 Best Headache Joke Ever - A husband emerged 
from the bathroom naked & was climbing into bed 
when his wife complained, as usual, "I've a 
headache!" "Perfect," her husband said. "I was 
just in the bathroom powdering my p# nis with 
crushed aspirin.. You can take it orally, or as a 
suppository, it's up to you. 

 Two Asian brothers have been killed when they 
fell through a frozen pond in Birmingham . ITV are 
to make a documentary on the third brother who 
survived the ordeal. Dan Singh on Ice will be 
screened in the spring... 

 The ginger woman at my work recently announced 
that she was pregnant by the black boyfriend, she 
was discussing baby names the other day, 
apparently 'Terry the Chocolate Orange' is not an 
appropriate name and enough to get me the sack! 

 When I put my Christmas lights up this year I 
wasn't sure whether or not it would offend my 
Muslim neighbours. So just to be on the safe side 
I painted 'Allah is a c#nt' on my garage door! 

 A gorgeous blonde in the pub has just offered me 
fantastic 'no strings' sex…pity I’m into bondage. 

 Just wanted to let you know that in 2010 I will no 
longer be forwarding or sending racist jokes. 
Racism is a crime. And crime is for black people. 

 Susan Boyle has a photo shoot tomorrow for her 
new album. Simon Cowell wishes to improve her 
image by surrounding her with proper ugly 
b#stards. The bus will pick you up at nine, try not 
to miss it cos there's a tenner in it for you... 

5000 men surveyed were asked why they like bl#wjobs. 
1 % liked warmth 
2 % liked sensation. 
3 % liked eroticism. 
94 % just liked the peace and quiet 
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